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Chapter 421: 421

"That is fine; what do you want to learn?" Ilyana asked .

"I would like to know where I can find the spirits," Leon answered .

"You really are hasty . . . " Ilyana sighed . "I have been hunting harvesters for
five thousand years, and after all this time, I didn't find the real spirits, not
even once . Although I heard of the locations of the great fragments, when I
arrived there, I didn't find anything . Other harvesters killed them in order not

to let others obtain their powers . I only know where to find the intermediate

fragments . "

"That is fine," Leon said .

"To obtain their powers, you will have to prove yourself," Ilyana said . "But I
guess you should be able to pass their trials and obtain it .Which spirit do you

want to find first?"

"From which one do you think I should start?" Leon asked .

"Do you want to follow my recommendation? Even though you still don't
trust me?" Ilyana frowned .



" . . . I guess I will start with the spirit of the wind . " Leon looked away .
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"All right, touch the crystal that you will see and then head to the northern
part of the continent when you appear on the other side," Ilyana said .

Leon frowned when he heard that, it didn't make much sense . But then,
Ilyana teleported Leon inside of a dungeon, and he was in front of a purple
crystal .

"Shit . . . the difference in power is so big that Anti-Mana Field doesn't even
work . The shadowy figure was really just messing with me all along . . . "

Leon bit his lips but didn't waste much time doing that . He still had time to
grow stronger, and he couldn't waste even a single second getting pissed or
feeling like a fool . Leon touched the crystal and then found himself in the
middle of a windy desert . Leon barely could keep his eyes open because the
wind and dust were messing with his vision . In the distance, Leon could see
several Sand Tornadoes and a sand storm approaching .

"I have to move soon, or I will lose any sense of direction . . . she said to go
North, I must find the wind spirit after passing through that sand storm . "



Leon decided to use Transfer and keep moving at a high altitude, but even at
ten kilometers of altitude, the wind was strong, and there was dust too . . . the
weather of that planet was crazy .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Resistance has leveled up .
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. . .

If it weren't for Transfer, Leon would have had a hard time moving in a
straight line . He couldn't see the end of the storm, and the winds were always
pushing him back . Leon's face and clothes were already getting filled with
dust, and he was also getting very annoyed since he was forced to eat some
grains of sand like never before .
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Congratulations! The skill Wind Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

"At least I am obtaining status points . . . "

It was hard to be sure if the spirit of wind had any relation with that massive
sand storm, but it looked like that it works well as a natural barrier to keep his
location hidden . Since Leon couldn't see all that much thanks to the storm,
he had to keep using Transfer for quite a while, only after three hours, Leon
finally found the edge of that continent, but there was no sign of the temple .

"I guess I will have to fly low to feel the spirit's mana . . . I just hope that I
won't get lost . "

Hoping that while flying in the middle of a sand storm was a bit insane, but
fortunately, Ilyana's directions had been quite accurate . Even before Leon
could land, he felt the presence of the wind spirit . After flying for a few
meters, Leon saw a sole sand tornado that it wasn't moving an inch .

"Inside of that, huh . . . I guess that is a kind of barrier . "

Leon activated Electric Armor and forced his entrance on that massive vortex
of wind and sand . At the center of the tornado, Leon really found a small



building . . . it was the temple of the wind spirit, and it looked like he would
find it deep underground .

After deactivating Electric Armor, Leon entered the building and followed the
stairs that led him to the underground . Much to Leon's surprise, the place
was quite clean, despite the massive sand storm outside . Probably because of
that particularly large tornado around the building . Regardless, Leon had to
move downward for quite a while, and he was already getting dizzy since the
walls were repetitive and quite simple .

Twenty minutes later, Leon finally reached the bottom of the temple, and
there Leon found an altar where he found a humanoid creature made of wind
in the same position as the Reclining Buddha . It looked like the spirit of the
wind was bored . Leon arrived on time to see the figure sighing . Regardless,
just like Volt's fragment, he found in the harvesters world, Leon couldn't tell
if it was male or female .

" . . . Oh, a living creature!" The spirit of wind said, very excited . "Nice to
meet you . My name is Sylph . What is your name, traveler?"

"Leon . . . nice to meet you," Leon frowned .

"Well, let's skip the pleasantries, all right?" Sylph said . "You came here to
obtain my power, right?"

"Yes," Leon nodded .

"Well, if you want my power, you will have to catch me," Sylph said, and
then it flew upward at an unbelievable speed when the wind around its body
began to move more intensely .



That is fine; what do you want to learn? Ilyana asked .

I would like to know where I can find the spirits, Leon answered .

You really are hasty . . . Ilyana sighed . I have been hunting harvesters for
five thousand years, and after all this time, I didnt find the real spirits, not
even once . Although I heard of the locations of the great fragments, when I
arrived there, I didnt find anything . Other harvesters killed them in order not

to let others obtain their powers . I only know where to find the intermediate

fragments .

That is fine, Leon said .

To obtain their powers, you will have to prove yourself, Ilyana said . But I
guess you should be able to pass their trials and obtain it .Which spirit do you

want to find first?

From which one do you think I should start? Leon asked .

Do you want to follow my recommendation? Even though you still dont trust

me? Ilyana frowned .

. . . I guess I will start with the spirit of the wind . Leon looked away .

All right, touch the crystal that you will see and then head to the northern part
of the continent when you appear on the other side, Ilyana said .



Leon frowned when he heard that, it didnt make much sense . But then,
Ilyana teleported Leon inside of a dungeon, and he was in front of a purple
crystal .

Shit . . . the difference in power is so big that Anti-Mana Field doesnt even
work . The shadowy figure was really just messing with me all along . . .

Leon bit his lips but didnt waste much time doing that . He still had time to
grow stronger, and he couldnt waste even a single second getting pissed or
feeling like a fool . Leon touched the crystal and then found himself in the
middle of a windy desert . Leon barely could keep his eyes open because the
wind and dust were messing with his vision . In the distance, Leon could see
several Sand Tornadoes and a sand storm approaching .

I have to move soon, or I will lose any sense of direction . . . she said to go
North, I must find the wind spirit after passing through that sand storm .

Leon decided to use Transfer and keep moving at a high altitude, but even at
ten kilometers of altitude, the wind was strong, and there was dust too . . . the
weather of that planet was crazy .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Wind Resistance has leveled up .
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. . .

If it werent for Transfer, Leon would have had a hard time moving in a
straight line . He couldnt see the end of the storm, and the winds were always
pushing him back . Leons face and clothes were already getting filled with
dust, and he was also getting very annoyed since he was forced to eat some
grains of sand like never before .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

At least I am obtaining status points . . .

It was hard to be sure if the spirit of wind had any relation with that massive
sand storm, but it looked like that it works well as a natural barrier to keep his
location hidden . Since Leon couldnt see all that much thanks to the storm, he
had to keep using Transfer for quite a while, only after three hours, Leon
finally found the edge of that continent, but there was no sign of the temple .

I guess I will have to fly low to feel the spirits mana . . . I just hope that I
wont get lost .

Hoping that while flying in the middle of a sand storm was a bit insane, but
fortunately, Ilyanas directions had been quite accurate . Even before Leon



could land, he felt the presence of the wind spirit . After flying for a few
meters, Leon saw a sole sand tornado that it wasnt moving an inch .

Inside of that, huh . . . I guess that is a kind of barrier .

Leon activated Electric Armor and forced his entrance on that massive vortex
of wind and sand . At the center of the tornado, Leon really found a small
building . . . it was the temple of the wind spirit, and it looked like he would
find it deep underground .

After deactivating Electric Armor, Leon entered the building and followed the
stairs that led him to the underground . Much to Leons surprise, the place was
quite clean, despite the massive sand storm outside . Probably because of that
particularly large tornado around the building . Regardless, Leon had to move
downward for quite a while, and he was already getting dizzy since the walls
were repetitive and quite simple .

Twenty minutes later, Leon finally reached the bottom of the temple, and
there Leon found an altar where he found a humanoid creature made of wind
in the same position as the Reclining Buddha . It looked like the spirit of the
wind was bored . Leon arrived on time to see the figure sighing . Regardless,
just like Volts fragment, he found in the harvesters world, Leon couldnt tell if
it was male or female .

. . . Oh, a living creature! The spirit of wind said, very excited . Nice to meet
you . My name is Sylph . What is your name, traveler?

Leon . . . nice to meet you, Leon frowned .



Well, lets skip the pleasantries, all right? Sylph said . You came here to
obtain my power, right?

Yes, Leon nodded .

Well, if you want my power, you will have to catch me, Sylph said, and then
it flew upward at an unbelievable speed when the wind around its body began
to move more intensely .
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"I guess even spirits can develop weird personalities . . . "

Leon didn't have time to waste, Sylph could move quite fast, and since he
didn't mention if there limits to where they could go, most likely, they could
go to any part of the planet . Leon looked upward and then used Transfer to
appear at the entrance of the building, and there he found Sylph .

"Oh, you are quite fast!" Sylph smiled . "This will be fun!"

Sylph disappeared again, and Leon only saw a light beam pointing toward the

south . . . that was the trail Sylph left by moving at high speeds . That would
be difficult, but Leon didn't have time to waste and decided to consume all
his mithril in order to end it as fast as possible . Leon activated Haste and
used Electric Armor and then followed Sylph's trail .



A few seconds later, Leon found Sylph, and the spirit smirked . He was just
like a kid who really wanted to play tag . Sylph didn't want to gain a lot of
distance over Leon . He just wanted to keep at a distance where he could see
him, but couldn't catch .

"Bad choice, Pal . "

Leon used Transfer and appeared right in front of Sylph and block his path .
He opened his eyes in surprise when Sylph saw Leon's hand moving toward
him . However, much to Leon's surprise, Sylph didn't even slow down . It
moved backward as if its body didn't have to worry about momentum or even

of the law of physics .

"What the . . . " Leon frowned .

"Hehe, you almost caught me," Sylph smiled . "But it won't be fun if this ends
so quickly . "

"It will be very fun, for me at least," Leon said . "If you decide to work for me,
we can play now and then . "
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"Mmm . . . I will think about it if you manage to catch me today," Sylph said .



Things were getting interesting; Leon could think of numerous ways to catch
Sylph in just a few minutes . However, Sylph wouldn't enjoy it if Leon uses
cheap tricks . However, if Leon catches him fair and square as soon as

possible, there was a chance that he could come with him . Leon decided to
work to reach that scenario .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"This will be hard since the wind is slowing me down, and it clearly isn't
affecting Sylph . "
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"Hehehe, that is good, that is very good," Sylph smiled . "But it isn't enough .
"

Sylph increased his speed again, and by the look of his face, that was his stop
speed . . . the wind spirit could fly at three kilometers per second even inside
that massive sand storm . Even though Leon was using Gravity, he couldn't
move faster than 2 . 5 kilometers per second . It was his maximum . It wasn't
possible to increase than in any way since he was already suffering a lot of
damage, even though Regeneration was active .

"Mmm? That might work . . . " Leon smiled .

Leon had an idea in order to increase his speed . He recalled the times when
he watched some car race . The mana consumption would increase by a lot,
but Leon's speed also increased when he started to use Air Beam . His spell
dispersed the wind and dust ahead of him, and thanks to that, he matched
Sylph's speed .

Sylph's eyes opened widely when he saw that Leon was getting closer again .
Changing directions to gain an advantage would be easy, but Sylph's pride
didn't allow him to do that . In the end, Leon caught Sylph because Air Beam
didn't affect him in any way .

"Ah . . . you caught me," Sylph said dispiritedly . "Well, a promise is a
promise . "

A light-green semi-translucent sphere flew toward Leon, and then he felt the
energy inside him stabilizing .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Aeromancy .



You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Wind Armor .

Cost: 50 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .
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You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Wind Resistance has leveled up .
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. . .

Leon smirked while he watched his Wind Resistance was leveling up and his
status points increased . It only stopped when it reached level two hundred
fifty .

"Since you managed to catch me really fast, then I will go with you," Sylph
smiled and then disappeared, but Leon felt some mana entering his head .
"But we have to play like this every week . Next time I won't lose . "

"Got it," Leon said .

It was a weird feeling having a sentient being inside his head, but it was the
price Leon had to pay for power . Obviously, an intermediate fragment would
much more useful than a lesser spirit that couldn't do anything aside from
following orders, after all .

I guess even spirits can develop weird personalities . . .



Leon didnt have time to waste, Sylph could move quite fast, and since he
didnt mention if there limits to where they could go, most likely, they could
go to any part of the planet . Leon looked upward and then used Transfer to
appear at the entrance of the building, and there he found Sylph .

Oh, you are quite fast! Sylph smiled . This will be fun!

Sylph disappeared again, and Leon only saw a light beam pointing toward the

south . . . that was the trail Sylph left by moving at high speeds . That would
be difficult, but Leon didnt have time to waste and decided to consume all his
mithril in order to end it as fast as possible . Leon activated Haste and used
Electric Armor and then followed Sylphs trail .

A few seconds later, Leon found Sylph, and the spirit smirked . He was just
like a kid who really wanted to play tag . Sylph didnt want to gain a lot of
distance over Leon . He just wanted to keep at a distance where he could see
him, but couldnt catch .

Bad choice, Pal .

Leon used Transfer and appeared right in front of Sylph and block his path .
He opened his eyes in surprise when Sylph saw Leons hand moving toward
him . However, much to Leons surprise, Sylph didnt even slow down . It
moved backward as if its body didnt have to worry about momentum or even
of the law of physics .

What the . . . Leon frowned .

Hehe, you almost caught me, Sylph smiled . But it wont be fun if this ends so
quickly .



It will be very fun, for me at least, Leon said . If you decide to work for me,
we can play now and then .

Mmm . . . I will think about it if you manage to catch me today, Sylph said .

Things were getting interesting; Leon could think of numerous ways to catch
Sylph in just a few minutes . However, Sylph wouldnt enjoy it if Leon uses
cheap tricks . However, if Leon catches him fair and square as soon as

possible, there was a chance that he could come with him . Leon decided to
work to reach that scenario .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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. . .

This will be hard since the wind is slowing me down, and it clearly isnt
affecting Sylph .



Hehehe, that is good, that is very good, Sylph smiled . But it isnt enough .

Sylph increased his speed again, and by the look of his face, that was his stop
speed . . . the wind spirit could fly at three kilometers per second even inside
that massive sand storm . Even though Leon was using Gravity, he couldnt
move faster than 2 . 5 kilometers per second . It was his maximum . It wasnt
possible to increase than in any way since he was already suffering a lot of
damage, even though Regeneration was active .

Mmm? That might work . . . Leon smiled .

Leon had an idea in order to increase his speed . He recalled the times when
he watched some car race . The mana consumption would increase by a lot,
but Leons speed also increased when he started to use Air Beam . His spell
dispersed the wind and dust ahead of him, and thanks to that, he matched
Sylphs speed .

Sylphs eyes opened widely when he saw that Leon was getting closer again .
Changing directions to gain an advantage would be easy, but Sylphs pride
didnt allow him to do that . In the end, Leon caught Sylph because Air Beam
didnt affect him in any way .

Ah . . . you caught me, Sylph said dispiritedly . Well, a promise is a
promise .

A light-green semi-translucent sphere flew toward Leon, and then he felt the
energy inside him stabilizing .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Aeromancy .



You obtained 01 status points .
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. . .

Leon smirked while he watched his Wind Resistance was leveling up and his
status points increased . It only stopped when it reached level two hundred
fifty .

Since you managed to catch me really fast, then I will go with you, Sylph
smiled and then disappeared, but Leon felt some mana entering his head . But
we have to play like this every week . Next time I wont lose .

Got it, Leon said .

It was a weird feeling having a sentient being inside his head, but it was the
price Leon had to pay for power . Obviously, an intermediate fragment would
much more useful than a lesser spirit that couldnt do anything aside from
following orders, after all .

Novel Chapter 423
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"Since I'm here, I guess I should make good use of Wind Armor . "

"That is a good idea," Sylph said .



Leon froze for a second, wondering if Sylph would always read his mind and
answer his thoughts . . . that was a violation of his privacy, after all .
Regardless, it was another price he had to pay for power . . . he had to listen
to a childish spirit now and then .

Wind Armor effects were similar to Electric Armor, but instead of increasing
the power of Thunder skills and spells, it increased the power of the ones of
the wind element .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Aeromancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Wind Blessing has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



A few hours later, Leon was back to Ilyana's castle, and he frowned when he
looked at the place she was supposed to be . Instead of a woman that very
long air and a messy appearance, Leon saw a world-class redhead beauty, her
hair was long, but not as long as Ilyana's . It only extended until the middle of
her back . Her eyes were light-blue, and she had quite a well-toned body . . .
despite not moving around all that much . However, Leon was more
interested in her pointy ears . . . it looked like ears of an elf, but elves Leon
knew were all blond or had gray hair . He, in fact, didn't know any elf, Leon
only saw them in movies and games .

"Oh, you are back," Ilyana said . "You returned faster than I thought, and it
looks like you even managed to convince Sylph to work for you . "

"What is the occasion? Is someone coming to visit you?" Leon asked .

"No, I just feel like cleaning myself," Ilyana answered . "You can joke about
it if you want given my previous messy appearance, I don't mind . "
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Leon had no right to judge other people's appearances, he spent four years on
an island wearing only rags, after all . Besides, he also lived a parasitic life
inside the galactic snake . Still, Leon could easily imagine himself living a
similar lifestyle like Ilyana's . He would at least take a bath once three days,
but that wasn't enough to consider himself as a person who likes to take
showers . . . Leon didn't change all that much since his teenage years .



"Well, what spirit do you want to look for now?" Ilyana asked .

"I was thinking about the spirit of ice," Leon answered .

"Why would I attack a mountain?" Leon asked .

Before Leon could finish his sentence, he was teleported again . Since he was
already familiar with that process, he just touched the purple crystal in front
of him, while wishing that he soon would learn Teleport . Such thoughts
instantly disappeared when he found himself in the middle of a snowstorm
like no other . Leon couldn't even keep his eyes open without feeling the
snow hitting against them .

"I guess I was wrong that the spirits don't care about the weather of the worlds
they are or rest . . . " Leon said while he was starting to tremble . "Achoo!"

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .
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Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .
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. . .

Leon could only pray that the spirit of ice would increase his Ice Resistance
up to the max level . Still, somehow, he had the feeling that even if that
happens, his sensibility for cold won't decrease . . .

"There are elementals everywhere . . . I didn't find any monster on that
planet . Does that mean Ilyana hunted them all down? That probably isn't the
case . She would have noticed if there weren't any more monsters for her to
hunt . "

Before the snowstorm could turn Leon into ice-cream, he decided to move
east and look for the mountain Ilyana mentioned . Leon started to move, and
then he began to suffer damage from the Electric Armor instead of the
piercing and hellish cold of that planet . Leon's boots finally disappeared after
he used Mana-Eater so many times, and now Leon started to consume the

mithril of his breastplate .

After a few hours flying, Leon finally found and mountain and also
understand why Ilyana said not to attack the mountain . It was because the
temple of the ice spirit was inside of a massive monster that had a huge chunk
of Earth on its back .

"Is that a turtle? It kind of reminds of me of some monsters that I found in

some games . . . " Leon frowned .



The creature had the size of Ilyana's castle, and since he saw the very moment,
the creature was taking a step; her warning was useless . But soon Leon
understood he just got lucky . . . after taking a single step, the turtle stopped
to rest .

"I can't blame that creature . . . if I had its size, moving around would be a
huge pain in the ass . "

Although the creature was massive, it didn't look violent . Since Leon
couldn't attack it either, he didn't even waste time using Appraisal . He just
started to look for the cave he would have to use .

Since Im here, I guess I should make good use of Wind Armor .

That is a good idea, Sylph said .

Leon froze for a second, wondering if Sylph would always read his mind and
answer his thoughts . . . that was a violation of his privacy, after all .
Regardless, it was another price he had to pay for power . . . he had to listen
to a childish spirit now and then .

Wind Armor effects were similar to Electric Armor, but instead of increasing
the power of Thunder skills and spells, it increased the power of the ones of
the wind element .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Wind Aeromancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Blessing has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

A few hours later, Leon was back to Ilyanas castle, and he frowned when he
looked at the place she was supposed to be . Instead of a woman that very
long air and a messy appearance, Leon saw a world-class redhead beauty, her
hair was long, but not as long as Ilyanas . It only extended until the middle of
her back . Her eyes were light-blue, and she had quite a well-toned body . . .
despite not moving around all that much . However, Leon was more
interested in her pointy ears . . . it looked like ears of an elf, but elves Leon
knew were all blond or had gray hair . He, in fact, didnt know any elf, Leon
only saw them in movies and games .

Oh, you are back, Ilyana said . You returned faster than I thought, and it
looks like you even managed to convince Sylph to work for you .

What is the occasion? Is someone coming to visit you? Leon asked .

No, I just feel like cleaning myself, Ilyana answered . You can joke about it if
you want given my previous messy appearance, I dont mind .



Leon had no right to judge other peoples appearances, he spent four years on
an island wearing only rags, after all . Besides, he also lived a parasitic life
inside the galactic snake . Still, Leon could easily imagine himself living a
similar lifestyle like Ilyanas . He would at least take a bath once three days,
but that wasnt enough to consider himself as a person who likes to take
showers . . . Leon didnt change all that much since his teenage years .

Well, what spirit do you want to look for now? Ilyana asked .

I was thinking about the spirit of ice, Leon answered .

Why would I attack a mountain? Leon asked .

Before Leon could finish his sentence, he was teleported again . Since he was
already familiar with that process, he just touched the purple crystal in front
of him, while wishing that he soon would learn Teleport . Such thoughts
instantly disappeared when he found himself in the middle of a snowstorm
like no other . Leon couldnt even keep his eyes open without feeling the snow
hitting against them .

I guess I was wrong that the spirits dont care about the weather of the worlds
they are or rest . . . Leon said while he was starting to tremble . Achoo!

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Leon could only pray that the spirit of ice would increase his Ice Resistance
up to the max level . Still, somehow, he had the feeling that even if that
happens, his sensibility for cold wont decrease . . .

There are elementals everywhere . . . I didnt find any monster on that planet .
Does that mean Ilyana hunted them all down? That probably isnt the case .
She would have noticed if there werent any more monsters for her to hunt .

Before the snowstorm could turn Leon into ice-cream, he decided to move
east and look for the mountain Ilyana mentioned . Leon started to move, and
then he began to suffer damage from the Electric Armor instead of the
piercing and hellish cold of that planet . Leons boots finally disappeared after
he used Mana-Eater so many times, and now Leon started to consume the

mithril of his breastplate .

After a few hours flying, Leon finally found and mountain and also
understand why Ilyana said not to attack the mountain . It was because the
temple of the ice spirit was inside of a massive monster that had a huge chunk
of Earth on its back .

Is that a turtle? It kind of reminds of me of some monsters that I found in

some games . . . Leon frowned .



The creature had the size of Ilyanas castle, and since he saw the very moment,
the creature was taking a step; her warning was useless . But soon Leon
understood he just got lucky . . . after taking a single step, the turtle stopped
to rest .

I cant blame that creature . . . if I had its size, moving around would be a
huge pain in the ass .

Although the creature was massive, it didnt look violent . Since Leon couldnt
attack it either, he didnt even waste time using Appraisal . He just started to
look for the cave he would have to use .

Novel Chapter 424
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After entering the cave, Leon noticed that only the breathing of the creature
was enough to make the entire mountain tremble . It wasn't that surprising,
considering the size and possibly weight of the beast . Although Leon didn't
feel it, even a single step of it could cause earthquakes .

As Leon had expected, the cave had turned into an ice cave, the humidity and
cold made everything slippery or sharp . Leon wouldn't be impaled by those
ice stalactites thanks to Mana Armor, but he didn't want to risk slippering
either . So, he just flew toward the end of it .

Eventually, Leon found the end of the cave and the temple of the spirit of
ice . As usual, he saw the spirit sitting on an altar . The spirit had a humanoid
form, and Leon could see small shards of ice floating around the light-blue



spirit . However, unlike Sylph, the spirit of ice was sitting cross-legged as if
it was meditating . Ilyana said the spirit of ice was female, but Leon couldn't
see that just by looking .

"Excuse me, my name is Leon," Leon said .

After waiting for a while, Leon decided to greet the spirit since the spirit
didn't move an inch . After hearing Leon's voice, the ice spirit opened her
eyes and looked at Leon as if he had just woken her up .

"What?" The spirit of ice asked .

" . . . I have come to request your help," Leon said .

"Go look for another ice spirit . I don't have time to waste with you," The
spirit of ice said .

Leon scratched the back of his head . It looked like that spirit was difficult in
another way . Silph almost looked like a reasonable adult in front of the spirit
of ice . . . Still, Leon had no intention of leaving without receiving her
powers . So, Leon decided to activate Zen and wait .

Congratulations! The skill Zen has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Zen has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Zen has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! Your intelligence has increased by one point .

Congratulations! Your intelligence has increased by one point .

Congratulations! Your intelligence has increased by one point .

. . .

Three days passed; Leon continued to wait patiently . Although he felt like he
was wasting time, it was a price Leon had to pay . He already learned the
lesson that some sacrifices had to be made . Although Leon could obtain more
status points and increase his intelligence by training his spells, it wasn't a
good idea to leave that place or cause a ruckus .

"For how long do you intend to annoy me?!" The spirit of ice asked .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"Achoo!" Leon sneezed .

The temperature decreased a lot just because the spirit of ice moved a few
meters toward Leon . For a few seconds, Leon felt his legs growing numb due
to that cold alone . The spirit of ice took a few steps back when Sylph

suddenly appeared .

"Celsius, don't get too close, or you will end up freezing him to death," Sylph
said . "If you do that while I'm inside him, I will die too, you know . "

Leon didn't like Sylph's choice of words, but he decided to keep quiet

because there was no one nearby who would misunderstand that . Besides,
there was a chance that Sylph might help in obtain Celsius cooperation . . .
however, there was also a chance that he could make things even more
complicated .

"You . . . you are intermediate spirit just like me," Celsius said, surprised .

"Oh, boy . . . you waste too much of your time meditating that you never
noticed any spirit nearby?" Sylph asked . "How can you do such a boring

thing for so long?"



"Shut up," Celsius crossed her arms and looked away .

" . . . Just give your powers or at least test him," Sylph sighed . "As you
already noticed, he won't leave this place unless you cooperate with him .
Also, it is about time for us to play . You should come with us . It is so much
fun!"

"I don't have time to waste with you guys," Celsius said .

"Considering the only thing that you did over the last days was to meditate, I
can say for sure that you have a lot of free time," Sylph said .

" . . . If you want to obtain my power and cooperation, then you will have to
move this creature to a world that is warmer and has a lot of food," Celsius
looked at Leon, annoyed .

"What does this monster eat?Why do you want to move it to another world?"
Leon asked .

"This monster protected my temple for many years, even though it did
unconsciously, I owe it a lot," Celsius explained . "This creature can eat
anything, monsters, plants . . . it doesn't matter, everything that has mana can
be its food . "

Leon wondered why Celsius would ask for something like that, she didn't
know even the name of the monster, and by the look of things, they never
talked to each other . But in the end, it doesn't matter . Leon received the test,
and he would do anything to succeed .



After entering the cave, Leon noticed that only the breathing of the creature
was enough to make the entire mountain tremble . It wasnt that surprising,
considering the size and possibly weight of the beast . Although Leon didnt
feel it, even a single step of it could cause earthquakes .

As Leon had expected, the cave had turned into an ice cave, the humidity and
cold made everything slippery or sharp . Leon wouldnt be impaled by those
ice stalactites thanks to Mana Armor, but he didnt want to risk slippering
either . So, he just flew toward the end of it .

Eventually, Leon found the end of the cave and the temple of the spirit of
ice . As usual, he saw the spirit sitting on an altar . The spirit had a humanoid
form, and Leon could see small shards of ice floating around the light-blue
spirit . However, unlike Sylph, the spirit of ice was sitting cross-legged as if
it was meditating . Ilyana said the spirit of ice was female, but Leon couldnt
see that just by looking .

Excuse me, my name is Leon, Leon said .

After waiting for a while, Leon decided to greet the spirit since the spirit didnt
move an inch . After hearing Leons voice, the ice spirit opened her eyes and
looked at Leon as if he had just woken her up .

What? The spirit of ice asked .

. . . I have come to request your help, Leon said .

Go look for another ice spirit . I dont have time to waste with you, The spirit
of ice said .



Leon scratched the back of his head . It looked like that spirit was difficult in
another way . Silph almost looked like a reasonable adult in front of the spirit
of ice . . . Still, Leon had no intention of leaving without receiving her
powers . So, Leon decided to activate Zen and wait .

Congratulations! The skill Zen has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Zen has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Zen has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! Your intelligence has increased by one point .

Congratulations! Your intelligence has increased by one point .

Congratulations! Your intelligence has increased by one point .

. . .

Three days passed; Leon continued to wait patiently . Although he felt like he
was wasting time, it was a price Leon had to pay . He already learned the
lesson that some sacrifices had to be made . Although Leon could obtain more



status points and increase his intelligence by training his spells, it wasnt a
good idea to leave that place or cause a ruckus .

For how long do you intend to annoy me?! The spirit of ice asked .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Achoo! Leon sneezed .

The temperature decreased a lot just because the spirit of ice moved a few
meters toward Leon . For a few seconds, Leon felt his legs growing numb due
to that cold alone . The spirit of ice took a few steps back when Sylph

suddenly appeared .

Celsius, dont get too close, or you will end up freezing him to death, Sylph
said . If you do that while Im inside him, I will die too, you know .



Leon didnt like Sylphs choice of words, but he decided to keep quiet because

there was no one nearby who would misunderstand that . Besides, there was a
chance that Sylph might help in obtain Celsius cooperation . . . however,
there was also a chance that he could make things even more complicated .

You . . . you are intermediate spirit just like me, Celsius said, surprised .

Oh, boy . . . you waste too much of your time meditating that you never
noticed any spirit nearby? Sylph asked . How can you do such a boring thing

for so long?

Shut up, Celsius crossed her arms and looked away .

. . . Just give your powers or at least test him, Sylph sighed . As you already
noticed, he wont leave this place unless you cooperate with him . Also, it is
about time for us to play . You should come with us . It is so much fun!

I dont have time to waste with you guys, Celsius said .

Considering the only thing that you did over the last days was to meditate, I
can say for sure that you have a lot of free time, Sylph said .

. . . If you want to obtain my power and cooperation, then you will have to
move this creature to a world that is warmer and has a lot of food, Celsius
looked at Leon, annoyed .

What does this monster eat? Why do you want to move it to another world?
Leon asked .



This monster protected my temple for many years, even though it did
unconsciously, I owe it a lot, Celsius explained . This creature can eat
anything, monsters, plants . . . it doesnt matter, everything that has mana can
be its food .

Leon wondered why Celsius would ask for something like that, she didnt
know even the name of the monster, and by the look of things, they never
talked to each other . But in the end, it doesnt matter . Leon received the test,
and he would do anything to succeed .
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"Spells only fail when there is something wrong with it and when the user
doesn't have enough mana, so that should work . "

Transporting that huge turtle to Ilyana's world wouldn't be possible since she
was filling the world as a whole with her elementals . However, he could
create the mana liquid there and then move it using the purple crystal . It
could transport everything that was touching him, after all .

"That sounds a lot of work, do you want a hand?" Ilyana asked after hearing
Leon's plan .

"No, thanks, I can do this myself," Leon answered . "I just need some space
around that dungeon in order to cultivate the blue angel leaves . "



"Okay, I will leave my elementals out of that region until you succeed in
obtaining Celsius' cooperation," Ilyana said . "Still, even though that is
different from the one I met, they sure are similar . It is probably because the
real spirit must be like that too . "

Leon heard something interesting but decided to ignore it since he had a lot of
work ahead of him . While Leon was cultivating the blue angel leaves that

Ilyana gave him, he also started to create another telescope made of mithril .
The chances of both worlds being close were almost zero, so Leon would
need another telescope in order to find another world that was close to
Celsius' worlds . It would be difficult, but considering how much his Magic

Craftmanship and Magic Blacksmith leveled up after creating the spear that
killed the galactic snake, it should be possible .

Congratulations! The skill Farming has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Farming has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Sponsored Content
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Congratulations! The skill Farming has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



. . .

Leon started with one thousand blue angel leaves, after one month, he
finished his telescope and also found the planet that he would transport the
giant turtle . However, when he saw, the number of leaves he had was more
than fifteen million . To harvest all those leaves, he couldn't even sleep or
stop to eat . . . so, he decided to stop replanting them . Farming leveled up a
hundred times, so Leon didn't feel like he worked more than he would
receive .

Congratulations! The skill Alchemy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Alchemy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Alchemy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Sponsored Content
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. . .



"Who is going to visit you?" Leon asked .

"Why are you always asking that?" Ilyana frowned . "Now and then I walk

around this world for a chance of pace, I want to reach my goals, but I'm not

a machine . . . Anyway, I have come to say that you already have enough
mana to go to the other world and return . "

Surprisingly, Ilyana really left after saying that . . . she only came to talk to
Leon to say that . It was kind of weird, but perhaps many things would
become weird once Leon gets as old as her .

While carrying the massive container of mana liquid that was fifty meters tall
and twenty wide, Leon returned to that world . Although Leon worried that
the cold weather would freeze the mana liquid, that didn't happen, the steel
hose that was connected to Leon's body was slowly burning his skin since it
was getting pretty cold .

Since Leon was already sick of that cold, Leon touched the giant turtle and
used Transfer once he could clearly see the planet in question . Much to
Leon's surprise, that had carnivorous plants . A species of monster that he

never faced before . . . but that only meant the big turtle would be able to eat
both plants and animals .

Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Man-Eater

Health: 7000/7000

Mana: 7000/7000

Stamina: 7000/7000

Strength: 1125

Dexterity: 1356

Speed: 563



Active Skills: Earth Creation Lv 230, Sleep Power Lv 220, Sharp Leaf Lv
200, Stone Bullet Lv 250, Water Creation Lv 230, Water Bullet Lv 250,
Refreshing Rain Lv 300

Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 200, Earth Absorption Lv 200, Ice
Resistance Lv 300, Water Absorption Lv 200

Putting its weird name aside, it didn't look it was a monster of a planet that
was on the third stage of assimilation . However, considering that Leon could
kill monsters that were on the fifth stage, given time, he doubted that he could
stay there for long .

After a while, Celsius left the cave and looked annoyed at Leon . He just
shrugged because he didn't want to have a round mark on his body .
Regardless, the climate of that world made Leon recall of Brazil, it was pretty
nice, but Celsius seemed uncomfortable .

"Shall we return?" Leon asked .

"No . . . just wait a few minutes," Celsius said and then observed the massive
turtle eating the carnivorous plants and trees at the same time .

Leon didn't want to ask about it, but it was clear that Celsius' temple and the
massive turtle were connected in some way . It was impossible that the people
of that world created her temple in just a random place, and then eventually,
a turtle just grew under such a place .



Regardless, Celsius smiled after seeing the giant turtle full of energy now that

had a lot of food . . . but Leon was quite scared of imagining what would
happen if that turtle keeps eating monsters and trees at that impressive rate .

Spells only fail when there is something wrong with it and when the user
doesnt have enough mana, so that should work .

Transporting that huge turtle to Ilyanas world wouldnt be possible since she
was filling the world as a whole with her elementals . However, he could
create the mana liquid there and then move it using the purple crystal . It
could transport everything that was touching him, after all .

That sounds a lot of work, do you want a hand? Ilyana asked after hearing

Leons plan .

No, thanks, I can do this myself, Leon answered . I just need some space
around that dungeon in order to cultivate the blue angel leaves .

Okay, I will leave my elementals out of that region until you succeed in
obtaining Celsius cooperation, Ilyana said . Still, even though that is different
from the one I met, they sure are similar . It is probably because the real spirit
must be like that too .

Leon heard something interesting but decided to ignore it since he had a lot of
work ahead of him . While Leon was cultivating the blue angel leaves that

Ilyana gave him, he also started to create another telescope made of mithril .
The chances of both worlds being close were almost zero, so Leon would
need another telescope in order to find another world that was close to Celsius
worlds . It would be difficult, but considering how much his Magic

Craftmanship and Magic Blacksmith leveled up after creating the spear that
killed the galactic snake, it should be possible .



Congratulations! The skill Farming has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Farming has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Farming has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Leon started with one thousand blue angel leaves, after one month, he
finished his telescope and also found the planet that he would transport the
giant turtle . However, when he saw, the number of leaves he had was more
than fifteen million . To harvest all those leaves, he couldnt even sleep or stop
to eat . . . so, he decided to stop replanting them . Farming leveled up a
hundred times, so Leon didnt feel like he worked more than he would
receive .

Congratulations! The skill Alchemy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Alchemy has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Alchemy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Who is going to visit you? Leon asked .

Why are you always asking that? Ilyana frowned . Now and then I walk

around this world for a chance of pace, I want to reach my goals, but Im not

a machine . . . Anyway, I have come to say that you already have enough
mana to go to the other world and return .

Surprisingly, Ilyana really left after saying that . . . she only came to talk to
Leon to say that . It was kind of weird, but perhaps many things would
become weird once Leon gets as old as her .

While carrying the massive container of mana liquid that was fifty meters tall
and twenty wide, Leon returned to that world . Although Leon worried that
the cold weather would freeze the mana liquid, that didnt happen, the steel
hose that was connected to Leons body was slowly burning his skin since it
was getting pretty cold .

Since Leon was already sick of that cold, Leon touched the giant turtle and
used Transfer once he could clearly see the planet in question . Much to
Leons surprise, that had carnivorous plants . A species of monster that he



never faced before . . . but that only meant the big turtle would be able to eat
both plants and animals .

Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Man-Eater

Health: 7000/7000

Mana: 7000/7000

Stamina: 7000/7000

Strength: 1125



Dexterity: 1356

Speed: 563

Active Skills: Earth Creation Lv 230, Sleep Power Lv 220, Sharp Leaf Lv
200, Stone Bullet Lv 250, Water Creation Lv 230, Water Bullet Lv 250,
Refreshing Rain Lv 300

Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 200, Earth Absorption Lv 200, Ice
Resistance Lv 300, Water Absorption Lv 200

Putting its weird name aside, it didnt look it was a monster of a planet that
was on the third stage of assimilation . However, considering that Leon could
kill monsters that were on the fifth stage, given time, he doubted that he could
stay there for long .

After a while, Celsius left the cave and looked annoyed at Leon . He just
shrugged because he didnt want to have a round mark on his body .
Regardless, the climate of that world made Leon recall of Brazil, it was pretty
nice, but Celsius seemed uncomfortable .

Shall we return? Leon asked .

No . . . just wait a few minutes, Celsius said and then observed the massive
turtle eating the carnivorous plants and trees at the same time .

Leon didnt want to ask about it, but it was clear that Celsius temple and the
massive turtle were connected in some way . It was impossible that the people



of that world created her temple in just a random place, and then eventually,
a turtle just grew under such a place .

Regardless, Celsius smiled after seeing the giant turtle full of energy now that

had a lot of food . . . but Leon was quite scared of imagining what would
happen if that turtle keeps eating monsters and trees at that impressive rate .
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Celsius turned into a light blue sphere and entered Leon's body . As expected,
as soon as his body had accepted the energy, Leon received several
notifications .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ice Armor .

Cost: 50 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Summon Celsius' Fragment .

Cost: 30 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ice Blessing .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Cryomancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Cryomancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Leon smirked again while his skills were leveling up, Cryomancy leveled up
until level two hundred, while Ice Resistance leveled up until level two
hundred and fifty .

"You sure a difficult one, Celsius," Sylph said . "He completed my test in just
one hour, why would you give someone such a test . It looks like you ask him
to do something you wanted but couldn't do . "



"Shut up," Celsius said .

Leon's frown took the place of his smirk . Now he heard two weird voices in

his heard . The feeling that he was getting insane had been multiplied by
two . . . Regardless, Leon decided to check Ice Armor before anything and
soon rubbed his chin when he understood its effects .

"So, it increases my endurance and mentality as well as increase the power of
my ice spells and my defense against them . . . "

"That is right," Celsius said . "You look like someone who might die if a
monster bumps into you, so that spell will come in handy . "

"I'm worried about the cold I will feel while wearing an armor made of

ice . . . ��

Leon was already playing tag with Sylph now and then, so he didn't feel
much the need to level him up . Leon's mana was being used to keep his form
now that he left his temple, after all . However, Celsius didn't look the type
who would appear just to do something like that . So, Leon decided to
summon her when he decides to learn some new ice-type spells .

Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Ilyana was creating her elementals like always, but she looked a bit troubled,
and that was a first . Leon didn't know if he should pry into her matters

because he didn't trust her yet . But it looked like he wouldn't have to ask .

"You have returned at a good time," Ilyana said . "Since you decided to work
with me to some extent, I also decided to put Earth under my surveillance
network . It looked like some weird individuals returned to Earth by using
dungeons . "

"How come you know that they are weird?" Leon asked .

"They came using the same dungeon, and as soon as they left the dungeon,
they spread toward all directions in the middle of the night," Ilyana
explained . "That is the common behavior of those who have something to
hide . Besides, even though I couldn't see them, I could notice that they had
something different in their mana . "

"It is kind of amazing that you can watch all the dungeons of Earth at the
same time, but it is even more impressive that you can notice that even
without seeing them," Leon frowned . "Do you think that they are enemies?"

"They are puppets," Ilyana answered . "As I told you before, the behavior of
the harvesters doesn't change all that much, they get rid of people like us, but



they also cause a ruckus by using some infiltrated agents . . . you researched
about the things that happened to your planet while you were away, right?
Does that ring any bells?"

"Yes . . . There is a group of people who caused a ruckus and many deaths,"
Leon felt his body getting hot just by remembering about those guys . "Japan
had destroyed the places they controlled, but they never confirmed the death
of its leaders . They used the mana within other people in order to create
massive explosions . . . in the end, their actions made the alliance between
humans fall apart . "

"Another common strategy, I'm pretty sure that wasn't something the lizard or
the shadowy figure you mentioned tend to do, but . . . " Ilyana rubbed her
chin . "I'm quite certain that their goal was probably that, destroy the alliance
between humans . "

"Divide and conquer . . . " Leon bit his lips . "In the end, after obtaining what
they wanted, they fled to other worlds, to obtain more power, right?"

"Yes, it looks like things stabilized on Earth again, so their goal is to cause
ruckus again in order to slow down the population growth in numbers and
power," Ilyana explained . "If you want to protect your planet, you can't leave
them alone . "

"I know, I wasn't planning to leave them alone," Leon smirked . "I'm just a bit

surprised that they returned such a convenient time . "

"They probably are planning to do that once or twice every one hundred
years," Ilyana said . "They stayed away until now to grow strong enough to

increase their chances . "



"I see…" Leon said, his eyes showed a weak but vicious glint . "It doesn't
matter, though . I will crush them to bits . "

Celsius turned into a light blue sphere and entered Leons body . As expected,
as soon as his body had accepted the energy, Leon received several
notifications .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ice Armor .

Cost: 50 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Summon Celsius Fragment .

Cost: 30 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ice Blessing .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Cryomancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Cryomancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Leon smirked again while his skills were leveling up, Cryomancy leveled up
until level two hundred, while Ice Resistance leveled up until level two
hundred and fifty .

You sure a difficult one, Celsius, Sylph said . He completed my test in just
one hour, why would you give someone such a test . It looks like you ask him
to do something you wanted but couldnt do .

Shut up, Celsius said .

Leons frown took the place of his smirk . Now he heard two weird voices in

his heard . The feeling that he was getting insane had been multiplied by
two . . . Regardless, Leon decided to check Ice Armor before anything and
soon rubbed his chin when he understood its effects .



So, it increases my endurance and mentality as well as increase the power of
my ice spells and my defense against them . . .

That is right, Celsius said . You look like someone who might die if a
monster bumps into you, so that spell will come in handy .

Im worried about the cold I will feel while wearing an armor made of ice . . .
��

Leon was already playing tag with Sylph now and then, so he didnt feel much
the need to level him up . Leons mana was being used to keep his form now

that he left his temple, after all . However, Celsius didnt look the type who
would appear just to do something like that . So, Leon decided to summon her
when he decides to learn some new ice-type spells .

Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Transfer has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



Ilyana was creating her elementals like always, but she looked a bit troubled,
and that was a first . Leon didnt know if he should pry into her matters

because he didnt trust her yet . But it looked like he wouldnt have to ask .

You have returned at a good time, Ilyana said . Since you decided to work
with me to some extent, I also decided to put Earth under my surveillance
network . It looked like some weird individuals returned to Earth by using
dungeons .

How come you know that they are weird? Leon asked .

They came using the same dungeon, and as soon as they left the dungeon,
they spread toward all directions in the middle of the night, Ilyana explained .
That is the common behavior of those who have something to hide . Besides,
even though I couldnt see them, I could notice that they had something
different in their mana .

It is kind of amazing that you can watch all the dungeons of Earth at the same
time, but it is even more impressive that you can notice that even without
seeing them, Leon frowned . Do you think that they are enemies?

They are puppets, Ilyana answered . As I told you before, the behavior of the
harvesters doesnt change all that much, they get rid of people like us, but they
also cause a ruckus by using some infiltrated agents . . . you researched about
the things that happened to your planet while you were away, right? Does

that ring any bells?

Yes . . . There is a group of people who caused a ruckus and many deaths,
Leon felt his body getting hot just by remembering about those guys . Japan
had destroyed the places they controlled, but they never confirmed the death



of its leaders . They used the mana within other people in order to create
massive explosions . . . in the end, their actions made the alliance between
humans fall apart .

Another common strategy, Im pretty sure that wasnt something the lizard or

the shadowy figure you mentioned tend to do, but . . . Ilyana rubbed her
chin . Im quite certain that their goal was probably that, destroy the alliance
between humans .

Divide and conquer . . . Leon bit his lips . In the end, after obtaining what
they wanted, they fled to other worlds, to obtain more power, right?

Yes, it looks like things stabilized on Earth again, so their goal is to cause
ruckus again in order to slow down the population growth in numbers and
power, Ilyana explained . If you want to protect your planet, you cant leave
them alone .

I know, I wasnt planning to leave them alone, Leon smirked . Im just a bit

surprised that they returned such a convenient time .

They probably are planning to do that once or twice every one hundred years,
Ilyana said . They stayed away until now to grow strong enough to increase

their chances .

I see… Leon said, his eyes showed a weak but vicious glint . It doesnt matter,
though . I will crush them to bits .
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"It means that they can keep their skills hidden to some extent," Leon said .
"They probably learned a specialized version of Mind Armor that can hide
only the skills they wanted to choose in order to fool their opponents . "

"That is right, even if you have a max level at Appraisal, you won't be able to
identify them," Ilyana explained . "The only way for you to find them is to use

this . "

Suddenly a tome appeared on Ilyana's hands . It looked like she had absolute
control over space magic . She could take things out of the space she stored
stuff at will, even while she was creating her elementals . . .

"You store the tomes of the skills you already have?" Leon frowned .

"No, I created this tome," Ilyana smiled .

"You . . . what?" Leon asked, astonished .

"Anyone can create tomes, you know, there is no reason to be so shocked,"
Ilyana said . "You just have to have the skill you want to transcript to the tome
at the max level and then pass a copy of your memories of the said skill to the
tome . Of course, you won't receive the skill at the max level, and you will
use it under the common restrictions those skills have . "

Leon was even more shocked that anyone could create tomes, that being said,
the requirements to make them weren't something that anyone was able to
replicate . All of Leon's skills were under the level four hundred, after all .



" . . . What do you want in exchange for that?" Leon asked .

"You are cautious as ever . . . " Ilyana sighed . "Just go to your planet and
finish your business as fast as you can . I will feel like I wasted my time if, in
four hundred years, you don't obtain the strength to annoy even a single
harvester . That is all . "

Ilyana tossed the tome to Leon, and then the tome suddenly disappeared when
he touched it .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Eyes of the Truth .

Cost: 50 mana per second .

Considering that it was just a skill to obtain information, the cost to keep it
active was quite high . Leon felt like testing on Ilyana, but he decided not to
do it . The last thing he needed was to anger someone who could do so many
things using mana alone .

"Well . . . thanks," Leon said . "I will return as soon as I can . "

Leon used Transfer and then left the castle in a hurry . Considering everything
that Leon knew, the targets of the terrorists were obvious . They would attack
Japan and Australia since it wasn't possible to enter Amanda and Hector's
city without their consent .

"Well, now, what should I do? Invade the castle in the middle of the night

was a crime . If Leon decides to enter Yuki's room, he would be hunt down
by every single Japanese soldier . "



Leon had to find a way to make Yuki appear there in order to avoid future
problems, but he had to make sure that she would come no matter what .
Leon decided to use Sonic Scream . In the end, he went too far and broke
several windows . But at least several guards, Yuki and even Ren came .

"What a simp . . . "

Although Leon thought that, he was a bit jealous of Ren's position . At least
Ren could feel in act considering his feelings and desires toward women,
while Leon couldn't do any of that . The holy sword was sealed, and he was
almost thirty-five and didn't show any interest in any single woman over a

decade . Just thinking about that was so depressing to the point where Leon
could feel like sniffling .

"Who are you?" Yuki asked .

" . . . It is me, Leon," Leon said after noticing that he looked much different
now since he wasn't covered in dirt, sweat, and blood . "I came to give you an
alert, they are returning, and you must warn your allies on Australia . "

"Ah . . . you . Who is coming back?" Yuki asked .

"The terrorists that exploded several people," Leon said . "However, you must
not attack them . I will deal with those bastards myself . "

"What did you say?" Yuki said, a bit surprised and, at the same time, mad .

"How do you know that? And why shouldn't we kill them on the spot?" Ren
asked, surprised .



"A . . . friend of mine told me," Leon hesitated a little bit . "You shouldn't
attack them because they might use innocent people again and because I want
to interrogate them . "
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It means that they can keep their skills hidden to some extent, Leon said .
They probably learned a specialized version of Mind Armor that can hide
only the skills they wanted to choose in order to fool their opponents .

That is right, even if you have a max level at Appraisal, you wont be able to
identify them, Ilyana explained . The only way for you to find them is to use

this .

Suddenly a tome appeared on Ilyanas hands . It looked like she had absolute
control over space magic . She could take things out of the space she stored
stuff at will, even while she was creating her elementals . . .



You store the tomes of the skills you already have? Leon frowned .

No, I created this tome, Ilyana smiled .

You . . . what? Leon asked, astonished .

Anyone can create tomes, you know, there is no reason to be so shocked,
Ilyana said . You just have to have the skill you want to transcript to the tome
at the max level and then pass a copy of your memories of the said skill to the
tome . Of course, you wont receive the skill at the max level, and you will use
it under the common restrictions those skills have .

Leon was even more shocked that anyone could create tomes, that being said,
the requirements to make them werent something that anyone was able to
replicate . All of Leons skills were under the level four hundred, after all .

. . . What do you want in exchange for that? Leon asked .

You are cautious as ever . . . Ilyana sighed . Just go to your planet and finish
your business as fast as you can . I will feel like I wasted my time if, in four
hundred years, you dont obtain the strength to annoy even a single harvester .
That is all .

Ilyana tossed the tome to Leon, and then the tome suddenly disappeared when
he touched it .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Eyes of the Truth .

Cost: 50 mana per second .



Considering that it was just a skill to obtain information, the cost to keep it
active was quite high . Leon felt like testing on Ilyana, but he decided not to
do it . The last thing he needed was to anger someone who could do so many
things using mana alone .

Well . . . thanks, Leon said . I will return as soon as I can .

Leon used Transfer and then left the castle in a hurry . Considering everything
that Leon knew, the targets of the terrorists were obvious . They would attack
Japan and Australia since it wasnt possible to enter Amanda and Hectors city
without their consent .

Well, now, what should I do? Invade the castle in the middle of the night was
a crime . If Leon decides to enter Yukis room, he would be hunt down by
every single Japanese soldier .

Leon had to find a way to make Yuki appear there in order to avoid future
problems, but he had to make sure that she would come no matter what .
Leon decided to use Sonic Scream . In the end, he went too far and broke
several windows . But at least several guards, Yuki and even Ren came .

What a simp . . .

Although Leon thought that, he was a bit jealous of Rens position . At least
Ren could feel in act considering his feelings and desires toward women,
while Leon couldnt do any of that . The holy sword was sealed, and he was
almost thirty-five and didnt show any interest in any single woman over a

decade . Just thinking about that was so depressing to the point where Leon
could feel like sniffling .



Who are you? Yuki asked .

. . . It is me, Leon, Leon said after noticing that he looked much different
now since he wasnt covered in dirt, sweat, and blood . I came to give you an
alert, they are returning, and you must warn your allies on Australia .

Ah . . . you . Who is coming back? Yuki asked .

The terrorists that exploded several people, Leon said . However, you must
not attack them . I will deal with those bastards myself .

What did you say? Yuki said, a bit surprised and, at the same time, mad .

How do you know that? And why shouldnt we kill them on the spot? Ren

asked, surprised .

A . . . friend of mine told me, Leon hesitated a little bit . You shouldnt attack
them because they might use innocent people again and because I want to
interrogate them .
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" . . . If you kill them, you will never discover if they have more allies hiding
somewhere," Leon said after a long sigh . "You will only delay the inevitable
trying to satisfy your own thirst for blood . If you want to make them suffer,
just leave the things here to me and tell the Australian leader just to capture
anyone who may enter the continent over the course of next week . I assure
you that killing them is being merciful . "

"Your Majesty . . . " Ren hesitated .

"Shut up, Ren . . . " Yuki said, annoyed . "I won't let you do whatever you
want in a situation that may endanger my people . We will keep an eye on

them and on you while you prepare this ambush of yours . Unless you accept
these terms, I won't follow your plan . "

"So, you want to come with me?" Leon frowned . "How can you be so

imprudent . . . whatever, do what you want . "

Ren and Yuki would work with Leon, but he doubted that they could keep up
with him . Besides, Leon would be the one to identify the troublesome
individuals, so those two would always be one step behind them .



Regardless, Leon had to wait for half an hour while Yuki and Ren were
talking with the Australian leader and readying themselves . They said to him
that they shouldn't spread that information and just lure any new individual to

a place where they couldn't escape using the excuse that visitors had to be
questioned about certain things .

Eventually, Ren and Yuki appeared . Ren, aside from his red katana he was

wearing a set of red Japanese armor . . . it looked like he decided to focus on
increasing his Fire Resistance because he was waiting for the return of
dragons . Leon couldn't understand following that logic, why the hell he
became a specialist in fire magic as well . . . he probably just wanted to serve
as a meat shield for Yuki .

Aside from her gloves, Yuki was wearing a set of light armor and boots . All
of them had a light-green glow . . . Leon didn't know if she liked the color or

if they were all enchanted with the thunder element, and she liked that . Most
likely, she only used those because that increased her thunder attacks and,
thus, her speed .

"Now that I think about it, I have to ask Ilyana about the guy who summoned
dragons . . . she probably knows the bastard . I guess the number of assholes
I have to kill increased . . . "googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

"What are you looking at?" Yuki furrowed her eyebrows .

"Nothing," Leon looked away . "This may take a while, are you guys ready for
that?"



Leon didn't think of that, but since Ilyana didn't warn Leon about that
possibility, the chances of them invading Japan using Transfer were low . If
the terrorists wanted to cause a lot of ruckuses, their best option was to enter
the country legally and be accepted as citizens in order to obtain many
chances to create human-bombs .

Alongside with Ren and Yuki, Leon moved toward the East entrance of
Japan . At first, Yuki said that they would go by using the choppers William

received, but Leon refused that idea . Moving using Transfer would be much
faster, even while transporting two more people . Leon became quite

surprised when he heard that Japan produced those . It looked like Japan was
mining mithril in several parts of the world, and now they had the knowledge

of how to create those . Although Leon was, it wasn't that surprising since
almost they had hundreds of years for them to explore and test that magic
material .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

They arrived on the East entrance around 03:30 AM . Unfortunately, the
walls were very close to the ocean, so there wasn't any place where Leon,
Ren, and Yuki could hide . Their only option was to wait above the walls .
Fortunately, things were well illuminated all over the walls . The soldiers who
were protecting the place were using floodlights . . . surprisingly, their battery
was mithril . Leon's mouth was wide open after hearing that .

"You guys sure have a lot of mithril . . . " Leon frowned . "Do you guys know
how to produce?"

"Produce?" Ren frowned too . "Don't you mean, mine mithril?"



"Mages can create mithril," Leon created a small sphere of mithril and then
gave it to Ren . "Well, I guess you guys don't need it since you are using
mithril like that . "

"We have great reserves . . . and we findnew mines quite frequently since the

planet itself is creating them," Yuki said while she was observing the small
piece of mithril . "However, we are always looking for more since we invest
a lot to keep our people safe . "

Yuki became a hot-blooded woman, but at least she didn't lose her focus .
Her goal was still to keep Japan safe, even though she didn't miss a single
chance of kicking the ass of any bastard who wanted to target her country,
Yuki knew the things she had to focus .

"Do you guys receive a lot of immigrants at night?" Leon asked .

"No, since they would have to cross the ocean at night," Yuki answered . "If
they show themselves now, it will become clear that they are enemies, so I
don't think they will arrive at night . "

Leon nodded since it made sense . Regardless, he wouldn't drop his guard . If
he makes any mistakes, the chances of him catching every single terrorist will

decrease a lot .

. . . If you kill them, you will never discover if they have more allies hiding
somewhere, Leon said after a long sigh . You will only delay the inevitable
trying to satisfy your own thirst for blood . If you want to make them suffer,
just leave the things here to me and tell the Australian leader just to capture
anyone who may enter the continent over the course of next week . I assure
you that killing them is being merciful .



Your Majesty . . . Ren hesitated .

Shut up, Ren . . . Yuki said, annoyed . I wont let you do whatever you want
in a situation that may endanger my people . We will keep an eye on them

and on you while you prepare this ambush of yours . Unless you accept these
terms, I wont follow your plan .

So, you want to come with me? Leon frowned . How can you be so

imprudent . . . whatever, do what you want .

Ren and Yuki would work with Leon, but he doubted that they could keep up
with him . Besides, Leon would be the one to identify the troublesome
individuals, so those two would always be one step behind them .

Regardless, Leon had to wait for half an hour while Yuki and Ren were
talking with the Australian leader and readying themselves . They said to him
that they shouldnt spread that information and just lure any new individual to
a place where they couldnt escape using the excuse that visitors had to be
questioned about certain things .

Eventually, Ren and Yuki appeared . Ren, aside from his red katana he was

wearing a set of red Japanese armor . . . it looked like he decided to focus on
increasing his Fire Resistance because he was waiting for the return of
dragons . Leon couldnt understand following that logic, why the hell he
became a specialist in fire magic as well . . . he probably just wanted to serve
as a meat shield for Yuki .

Aside from her gloves, Yuki was wearing a set of light armor and boots . All
of them had a light-green glow . . . Leon didnt know if she liked the color or

if they were all enchanted with the thunder element, and she liked that . Most



likely, she only used those because that increased her thunder attacks and,
thus, her speed .

Now that I think about it, I have to ask Ilyana about the guy who summoned
dragons . . . she probably knows the bastard . I guess the number of assholes
I have to kill increased . . .

What are you looking at? Yuki furrowed her eyebrows .

Nothing, Leon looked away . This may take a while, are you guys ready for
that?

Leon didnt think of that, but since Ilyana didnt warn Leon about that
possibility, the chances of them invading Japan using Transfer were low . If
the terrorists wanted to cause a lot of ruckuses, their best option was to enter
the country legally and be accepted as citizens in order to obtain many
chances to create human-bombs .

Alongside with Ren and Yuki, Leon moved toward the East entrance of
Japan . At first, Yuki said that they would go by using the choppers William

received, but Leon refused that idea . Moving using Transfer would be much
faster, even while transporting two more people . Leon became quite

surprised when he heard that Japan produced those . It looked like Japan was
mining mithril in several parts of the world, and now they had the knowledge

of how to create those . Although Leon was, it wasnt that surprising since
almost they had hundreds of years for them to explore and test that magic
material .

They arrived on the East entrance around 03:30 AM . Unfortunately, the
walls were very close to the ocean, so there wasnt any place where Leon, Ren,



and Yuki could hide . Their only option was to wait above the walls .
Fortunately, things were well illuminated all over the walls . The soldiers who
were protecting the place were using floodlights . . . surprisingly, their battery
was mithril . Leons mouth was wide open after hearing that .

You guys sure have a lot of mithril . . . Leon frowned . Do you guys know
how to produce?

Produce? Ren frowned too . Dont you mean, mine mithril?

Mages can create mithril, Leon created a small sphere of mithril and then
gave it to Ren . Well, I guess you guys dont need it since you are using
mithril like that .

We have great reserves . . . and we findnew mines quite frequently since the

planet itself is creating them, Yuki said while she was observing the small
piece of mithril . However, we are always looking for more since we invest a
lot to keep our people safe .

Yuki became a hot-blooded woman, but at least she didnt lose her focus . Her
goal was still to keep Japan safe, even though she didnt miss a single chance
of kicking the ass of any bastard who wanted to target her country, Yuki knew
the things she had to focus .

Do you guys receive a lot of immigrants at night? Leon asked .

No, since they would have to cross the ocean at night, Yuki answered . If they
show themselves now, it will become clear that they are enemies, so I dont
think they will arrive at night .



Leon nodded since it made sense . Regardless, he wouldnt drop his guard . If
he makes any mistakes, the chances of him catching every single terrorist will

decrease a lot .
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It was already 10:00 AM . Seven hours had passed since Leon, Ren, and
Yuki started their watch, and there was no sign of the terrorists yet .

"Maybe some information leaked . . . I shouldn't have made a scene when I
arrived at Yuki's palace . "

Leon started to think about the things that may have happened . Even though
it would be dangerous in a different way, even though Leon would be treated
as a pervert, he should have talked with Yuki alone in her room . Because
Leon was in a hurry to gain their trust again, he revealed what was about to
happen to a few guards .

"You are truly stupid," Celsius said . "Why would you care about something

so silly? You would only receive such titles if you invaded her room and

ripped off her clothes . "

Leon felt as if he was mentally tortured, receive a lecture from a female spirit

inside his head about such matters weren't something Leon could use to . He
thought Sylph would be a pain in the ass since he looked like a growing
child . . . he only wakes up now and then and mostly when it was time to play

tag with Leon .



"Hahaha, Leon is the type who worries about small things like that a lot,"
Sylph said .

Leon decided to ignore the spirits because he couldn't lose his focus .
Fortunately, in the distance, Leon saw a group of people flying above the

ocean and heading toward the East gate .

"It looks like people also managed how to learned how to fly . . . or perhaps
they obtained the tome . "

Both options were possible since Leon saw that some of the people of that
group were being carried on the back of others . Regardless, that group was a
bit too big . Ilyana didn't mention how many left that dungeon, but Leon was
pretty sure it couldn't be more than ten people . For the sake of efficiency, the
best method was to invade both Japan and Australia at the same time but only
cause ruckus after a few months .

"There are a lot of people in that group . . . " Ren frowned . "Much more than
we receive in a single week . "

"So, there are a few survivor camps scattered around the world who don't
want to leave Earth or follow your rules?" Leon asked .
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"Yes, in the beginning, the groups were quite big," Yuki answered . "But over
time, they understood that it was impossible to live on their own . Some went



to other planets and are slowly returning to Earth, while the others soon gave
up . By the way, didn't you say that you would look for your friends and
bring them back?"

"I changed my plans . . . " Leon said . "They don't look like they want to
return to Earth . However, if they change their minds, I will give them a

hand . I hope when that time comes . . . you won't get in my way . "

Leon had a few things to say about that but decided to keep quiet for the time
being because he was finally able to look at that group, and then clearly see
thanks to Sharp Eyes .

Congratulations! The skill Sharp Eyes has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Sharp Eyes has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Sharp Eyes has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

As expected, that group was powerful . It was only obvious since his skill
leveled up a lot by looking at them . Regardless, Leon also had to activate



Eyes of the Truth . Considering the knowledge he obtained when he touched
the tome, the skill had some limitations . The lower leveled the skill was, the
less information he could see . But fortunately, he could always see the things
he was looking for .
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Congratulations! The skill Eyes of the Truth has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Leon frowned when he used that skill for the first time, mostly because he
didn't expect to see so many question marks . However, he found something
weird, even amidst that . . . it was the question marks after the name of the

individual he tried to analyze .

"What is that? I only saw that kind of thing in monsters that had certain

elemental affinities and the people who killed spirits . . . "

Suddenly, Leon recalled something, and then he used the skill again on the
same man who was leading the group .

???? (Chakra Affliction)

Health: ????/????

Mana: ????/????

Stamina: ????/????



"I see now . . . That is the name of the disease . I even forgot that I had to
identify anyone who was infected since I was too focused on killing those
bastards . . . "

Leon used the skill several times and confirmed that twenty-five of those
people had been infected by the disease . . . even five children . Leon felt his
body getting hotter and Rage activating, but he soon breathed in deeply to
calm down . Leon had to act quickly because the group finally landed in front
of the East gate .

After using Eyes of the Truth on the remaining five men, Leon finally saw
their status and found the skill he wanted to find .

????

Health: ????/????

Mana: ????/????

Stamina: ????/????

Strength: ????

Dexterity: ????

Speed: ????



Active Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????, ????, ????, Curse of
Vengeance Lv 350

Passive Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????, ????

The next moment, Leon used Transfer and appeared in front of the five men .

It was already 10:00 AM . Seven hours had passed since Leon, Ren, and
Yuki started their watch, and there was no sign of the terrorists yet .

Maybe some information leaked . . . I shouldnt have made a scene when I
arrived at Yukis palace .

Leon started to think about the things that may have happened . Even though
it would be dangerous in a different way, even though Leon would be treated
as a pervert, he should have talked with Yuki alone in her room . Because
Leon was in a hurry to gain their trust again, he revealed what was about to
happen to a few guards .

You are truly stupid, Celsius said . Why would you care about something so

silly? You would only receive such titles if you invaded her room and ripped

off her clothes .

Leon felt as if he was mentally tortured, receive a lecture from a female spirit

inside his head about such matters werent something Leon could use to . He
thought Sylph would be a pain in the ass since he looked like a growing
child . . . he only wakes up now and then and mostly when it was time to play

tag with Leon .



Hahaha, Leon is the type who worries about small things like that a lot, Sylph
said .

Leon decided to ignore the spirits because he couldnt lose his focus .
Fortunately, in the distance, Leon saw a group of people flying above the

ocean and heading toward the East gate .

It looks like people also managed how to learned how to fly . . . or perhaps
they obtained the tome .

Both options were possible since Leon saw that some of the people of that
group were being carried on the back of others . Regardless, that group was a
bit too big . Ilyana didnt mention how many left that dungeon, but Leon was
pretty sure it couldnt be more than ten people . For the sake of efficiency, the
best method was to invade both Japan and Australia at the same time but only
cause ruckus after a few months .

There are a lot of people in that group . . . Ren frowned . Much more than we
receive in a single week .

So, there are a few survivor camps scattered around the world who dont want

to leave Earth or follow your rules? Leon asked .

Yes, in the beginning, the groups were quite big, Yuki answered . But over
time, they understood that it was impossible to live on their own . Some went
to other planets and are slowly returning to Earth, while the others soon gave
up . By the way, didnt you say that you would look for your friends and bring
them back?



I changed my plans . . . Leon said . They dont look like they want to return to
Earth . However, if they change their minds, I will give them a hand . I hope
when that time comes . . . you wont get in my way .

Leon had a few things to say about that but decided to keep quiet for the time
being because he was finally able to look at that group, and then clearly see
thanks to Sharp Eyes .

Congratulations! The skill Sharp Eyes has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Sharp Eyes has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Sharp Eyes has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

As expected, that group was powerful . It was only obvious since his skill
leveled up a lot by looking at them . Regardless, Leon also had to activate
Eyes of the Truth . Considering the knowledge he obtained when he touched
the tome, the skill had some limitations . The lower leveled the skill was, the
less information he could see . But fortunately, he could always see the things
he was looking for .



???? (????)

Health: ????/????

Mana: ????/????

Stamina: ????/????

Strength: ????

Dexterity: ????

Speed: ????

Active Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????, ????, ????, ????

Passive Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????, ????

Congratulations! The skill Eyes of the Truth has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon frowned when he used that skill for the first time, mostly because he
didnt expect to see so many question marks . However, he found something
weird, even amidst that . . . it was the question marks after the name of the

individual he tried to analyze .



What is that? I only saw that kind of thing in monsters that had certain

elemental affinities and the people who killed spirits . . .

Suddenly, Leon recalled something, and then he used the skill again on the
same man who was leading the group .

???? (Chakra Affliction)

Health: ????/????

Mana: ????/????

Stamina: ????/????

I see now . . . That is the name of the disease . I even forgot that I had to
identify anyone who was infected since I was too focused on killing those
bastards . . .

Leon used the skill several times and confirmed that twenty-five of those
people had been infected by the disease . . . even five children . Leon felt his
body getting hotter and Rage activating, but he soon breathed in deeply to
calm down . Leon had to act quickly because the group finally landed in front
of the East gate .

After using Eyes of the Truth on the remaining five men, Leon finally saw
their status and found the skill he wanted to find .

????



Health: ????/????

Mana: ????/????

Stamina: ????/????

Strength: ????

Dexterity: ????

Speed: ????

Active Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????, ????, ????, Curse of
Vengeance Lv 350

Passive Skills: ????, ????, ????, ????, ????

The next moment, Leon used Transfer and appeared in front of the five men .

Novel Chapter 430

Chapter 430: 430

"Shit . . . now I can't punch them . " Leon clicked his tongue .

The other twenty-five people started to scream and ran when they saw five of

their allies had become deformed steel statues . However, they were stopped



when the guards of the wall suddenly flew and surrounded them . At the same
time, Yuki and Ren finally landed on the ground .

"At least warn us when you decide to act . . . " Yuki furrowed her eyebrows .
"Are those five the terrorists?"

"Yes," Leon said while he was distorting the steel shape to make those
bastards feel in their limbs as much as pain as possible .

"What about the others?" Ren asked .

"They had been infected, their memories had been erased or perhaps even
replaced as well since they are acting as if those pieces of trash are really their
allies," Leon answered .

"We can't revert their memories back," Yuki said . "But, I can cancel the
infection . "
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"Good, lock those maggots in a safe place while I visit Australia to capture the
others," Leon said and then turned around the steel balls and made them hit

their heads on the floor a few times . "Don't let them wake up . They might
have Telepathy and try to inform their other allies . "

"Your Majesty . . . " Ren said .



"Yes . . . do what he said," Yuki said . "I will leave things with you, Ren . I'm
going with him to Australia . We will be able to solve things faster if I head

there myself . "

"Understood . " Ren nodded .

The moment Ren left the place while he and some soldiers were transporting
the terrorists, Yuki started to use Full-Recover to cancel Chakra Affliction .
Leon analyzed the status, and he confirmed that that skill really worked .

Congratulations! The skill Eyes of the Truth has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Eyes of the Truth has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Eyes of the Truth has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



While Yuki was explaining to the immigrants what just happened, her phone
begun to ring and when he checked it . She smiled widely, and she looked at
Leon and nodded . . . the other terrorists appeared in Australia .
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Regardless, Leon and Yuki had to fly for more than five minutes in order to
reach the convoy that was transporting another group of exactly thirty
survivors . They could have arrived faster, but it looked like Yuki didn't like
to fly all that much . Thus, her flying speed was low .

"They are smart enough to split after returning to Earth, but not smart enough
to choose a different strategy for both groups . . . "

Leon made sure to fly high enough for his body to be mistaken as of some
bird . Despite the distance, he still managed to see and analyze all those thirty
immigrants . . . once again, twenty-five of them had been infected while five

men were the real terrorists . Without wasting any more time, Leon used
Transfer, and when he appeared in front of the group, he covered them using

earth magic once again . However, this time he made sure to leave their
mouths free for a few seconds . After punching their mouths and breaking
their teeth . Leon felt refreshed and then covered the rest of their bodies in
steel .

"And you call me imprudent . . . " Yuki frowned when she appeared late
again .



The guards that were escorting the group stopped their convoy when they
heard some of the immigrants screaming and causing a ruckus . Now that

Leon thought about it, those people sure were a bunch of scaredy-cats
considering that they lived and fought the monsters for over nine hundred
years .

"Perhaps those bastards can even change the personalities of some people by
replacing their memories . . . what a bunch of low-lives . . . "

"Lady Yuki? I knew that you were coming, but . . . " One random guard

said . "I didn't hear that you would appear like this . "

"Sorry, but we are in a hurry," Yuki said . "If you know about the situation,
you should explain it to the immigrants after we leave . We will only take the

terrorists with us in order to interrogate them . "

"Understood, I will pass the message to my superiors," The guard said .
"Thanks for coming in-person to solve this situation . "

While Yuki and the guard were talking, Leon turned the terrorist's upside
down and made their heads hit the ground several times . Although the mass
of steel was pretty dense, Leon was pretty much fine since he was constantly
absorbing his mithril breastplate . Still, at that rate, once they return to Japan,
Leon would only have a helmet and the bracers . . . and that would make him
look pretty silly .

"You sure are skilled at using earth magic," Yuki said while she was using
Full-Recover on the immigrants . "What is your secret?"

"The power of friendship . . . " Leon said .



Although Leon had no problem in answering that to his old friends, he
wouldn't reveal the existence of spirits to a bunch of strangers . Trust the
friends that forgot about him wasn't a good idea, but revealing that kind of
information slowly was an excellent way to test them if they had any
intentions of betraying him or not .

Shit . . . now I cant punch them . Leon clicked his tongue .

The other twenty-five people started to scream and ran when they saw five of

their allies had become deformed steel statues . However, they were stopped
when the guards of the wall suddenly flew and surrounded them . At the same
time, Yuki and Ren finally landed on the ground .

At least warn us when you decide to act . . . Yuki furrowed her eyebrows .
Are those five the terrorists?

Yes, Leon said while he was distorting the steel shape to make those bastards
feel in their limbs as much as pain as possible .

What about the others? Ren asked .

They had been infected, their memories had been erased or perhaps even
replaced as well since they are acting as if those pieces of trash are really their
allies, Leon answered .

We cant revert their memories back, Yuki said . But, I can cancel the
infection .



Good, lock those maggots in a safe place while I visit Australia to capture the
others, Leon said and then turned around the steel balls and made them hit

their heads on the floor a few times . Dont let them wake up . They might
have Telepathy and try to inform their other allies .

Your Majesty . . . Ren said .

Yes . . . do what he said, Yuki said . I will leave things with you, Ren . Im
going with him to Australia . We will be able to solve things faster if I head

there myself .

Understood . Ren nodded .

The moment Ren left the place while he and some soldiers were transporting
the terrorists, Yuki started to use Full-Recover to cancel Chakra Affliction .
Leon analyzed the status, and he confirmed that that skill really worked .

Congratulations! The skill Eyes of the Truth has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Eyes of the Truth has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Eyes of the Truth has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



. . .

While Yuki was explaining to the immigrants what just happened, her phone
begun to ring and when he checked it . She smiled widely, and she looked at
Leon and nodded . . . the other terrorists appeared in Australia .

Regardless, Leon and Yuki had to fly for more than five minutes in order to
reach the convoy that was transporting another group of exactly thirty
survivors . They could have arrived faster, but it looked like Yuki didnt like
to fly all that much . Thus, her flying speed was low .

They are smart enough to split after returning to Earth, but not smart enough
to choose a different strategy for both groups . . .

Leon made sure to fly high enough for his body to be mistaken as of some
bird . Despite the distance, he still managed to see and analyze all those thirty
immigrants . . . once again, twenty-five of them had been infected while five

men were the real terrorists . Without wasting any more time, Leon used
Transfer, and when he appeared in front of the group, he covered them using

earth magic once again . However, this time he made sure to leave their
mouths free for a few seconds . After punching their mouths and breaking
their teeth . Leon felt refreshed and then covered the rest of their bodies in
steel .

And you call me imprudent . . . Yuki frowned when she appeared late again .

The guards that were escorting the group stopped their convoy when they
heard some of the immigrants screaming and causing a ruckus . Now that

Leon thought about it, those people sure were a bunch of scaredy-cats
considering that they lived and fought the monsters for over nine hundred
years .



Perhaps those bastards can even change the personalities of some people by
replacing their memories . . . what a bunch of low-lives . . .

Lady Yuki? I knew that you were coming, but . . . One random guard said .
I didnt hear that you would appear like this .

Sorry, but we are in a hurry, Yuki said . If you know about the situation, you
should explain it to the immigrants after we leave . We will only take the

terrorists with us in order to interrogate them .

Understood, I will pass the message to my superiors, The guard said . Thanks
for coming in-person to solve this situation .

While Yuki and the guard were talking, Leon turned the terrorists upside
down and made their heads hit the ground several times . Although the mass
of steel was pretty dense, Leon was pretty much fine since he was constantly
absorbing his mithril breastplate . Still, at that rate, once they return to Japan,
Leon would only have a helmet and the bracers . . . and that would make him
look pretty silly .

You sure are skilled at using earth magic, Yuki said while she was using
Full-Recover on the immigrants . What is your secret?

The power of friendship . . . Leon said .

Although Leon had no problem in answering that to his old friends, he
wouldnt reveal the existence of spirits to a bunch of strangers . Trust the
friends that forgot about him wasnt a good idea, but revealing that kind of
information slowly was an excellent way to test them if they had any
intentions of betraying him or not .
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